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INTRODUCTION
mproved ability to capture prey is a well-known benefit of
group living in social predators and a classic explanation for
the evolution of sociality in group-living predators (Alexander
1974; Kruuk 1975; Pulliam and Caraco 1984; Clark and
Mangel 1986). However, it is much less appreciated that the
benefit of improved hunting success (defined as the likelihood of capturing prey) may only be realized in small groups.
Data from a range of social predators suggest that success
initially increases, then levels off, or even declines with group
size despite apparent cooperation among hunters (reviewed
by Packer and Ruttan 1988; see also Boesch C and Boesch H
1989; Boesch 1994; Rose 1997; Kim et al. 2005). This pattern is
exemplified in large social carnivores, which have been the
focus of much research on group hunting behavior. Many
studies show that carnivore hunting success peaks at 2–5 hunters and remains constant or declines over larger group sizes
(Eaton 1970; Kruuk 1972; Schaller 1972; Van Orsdol 1984;
Mills 1985; Stander 1992; Fanshawe and Fitzgibbon 1993;
Holekamp et al. 1997; Funston et al. 2001). Thus, group hunt-
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ing success may play no role in the formation and maintenance of large groups as is often assumed. On the other
hand, the actual peak of success at small group sizes is uncertain because studies of group hunting success have seldom
tested for nonlinear relationships between success and group
size (cf. Holekamp et al. 1997), and none have demonstrated
why success trails off after peaking.
There are 2 prevailing hypotheses for why group size–
specific hunting success (Hn) is nonlinear. The interference
hypothesis proposes that Hn is limited in large groups
because individual predators impede each other’s actions.
This predicts that the rate of decline in Hn is greatest when
individual hunters are inept because they would be most likely
to get in each other’s way. There is evidence that inept
predators (e.g., juveniles) reduce the magnitude of Hn (Creel
S and Creel NM 1995; Funston et al. 2001), but the extent to
which they change its slope (i.e., from positive to zero or
negative slope) remains untested. It is also possible that
simple overcrowding of even very adept predators can
reduce success. If so, the latency to a successful hunt should
increase with group size given that overcrowding involves
time-consuming interactions between predators whether they
are adept or inept hunters. This is well demonstrated in
foraging experiments involving homogenous groups of robots
(Balch and Arkin 1994; Beckers et al. 1994; Lerman and
Galstyan 2002).
The free-rider hypothesis states that Hn is limited in large
groups because individual predators withhold effort and
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Despite the popular view that social predators live in groups because group hunting facilitates prey capture, the apparent
tendency for hunting success to peak at small group sizes suggests that the formation of large groups is unrelated to prey
capture. Few empirical studies, however, have tested for nonlinear relationships between hunting success and group size, and
none have demonstrated why success trails off after peaking. Here, we use a unique dataset of observations of individually known
wolves (Canis lupus) hunting elk (Cervus elaphus) in Yellowstone National Park to show that the relationship between success and
group size is indeed nonlinear and that individuals withholding effort (free riding) is why success does not increase across large
group sizes. Beyond 4 wolves, hunting success leveled off, and individual performance (a measure of effort) decreased for reasons
unrelated to interference from inept hunters, individual age, or size. But performance did drop faster among wolves with an
incentive to hold back, i.e., nonbreeders with no dependent offspring, those performing dangerous predatory tasks, i.e., grabbing and restraining prey, and those in groups of proficient hunters. These results suggest that decreasing performance was free
riding and that was why success leveled off in groups with .4 wolves that had superficially appeared to be cooperating. This is the
first direct evidence that nonlinear trends in group hunting success reflect a switch from cooperation to free riding. It also
highlights how hunting success per se is unlikely to promote formation and maintenance of large groups. Key words: Canis lupus,
carnivore, cooperation, free riding, group hunting, group living, interference, predation, sociality, wolf. [Behav Ecol]
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Table 1
Ethogram of wolf predatory behavior
Foraging State

Definition

Approach

Fixating on and traveling toward
prey.
Running after a fleeing prey group or lunging
at a standing group while glancing about at
different group members (i.e., scanning)
Running after or lunging at a solitary prey
or a single member of a prey group although
ignoring all other group members.
Biting and restraining prey.

Attack-group
Attack-individual
Capture

See MacNulty et al. (2007) for additional details.

METHODS
Study area
Yellowstone National Park extends across 891 000 ha of a primarily forested plateau in northwestern Wyoming, USA, that
ranges from 1500 to 3300 m. Large montane grasslands provide excellent views of wildlife. Observations of wolves hunting
were made primarily in a 100 000 ha grassland complex in the
northeastern quarter of Yellowstone referred to as the Northern
Range. This area is characterized by a series of open valleys,
ridges, and minor plateaus. Low elevations (1500–2000 m)
there create the warmest and driest conditions in Yellowstone
during winter, providing critical winter range for ungulates, including mainly elk (Houston 1982). A maintained road runs
the length of the Northern Range and provides year-round
vehicle access.
Study population
A combined total of 41 radio-marked wolves were reintroduced
to Yellowstone National Park in 1995–1997 (Bangs and Fritts
1996). Wolves observed in this study were either members or
descendents of the original reintroduced population. In each
year after the reintroduction, approximately 30–50% of the
pups born were captured and radio-marked (Smith et al.
2004) following applicable animal handling guidelines of
the American Society of Mammalogists (Animal Care and
Use Committee 1998). In this study, we focused mainly on
5 wolf packs: Druid Peak, Geode Creek, Leopold, Mollie’s, and
Rose Creek. At least 2 individuals in each pack were radiomarked. A total of 94 wolves were individually identifiable by
combination of radio frequency, pelage color, body shape,
and/or size. These wolves were the focus of our individuallevel hunting analysis (see below) and were observed for 1–8
years (1995–2003).
We annually classified the breeding status (breeder/nonbreeder) of each wolf according to whether it whelped or sired
pups each spring (April). Breeding wolves included the socially
dominant male and female of each pack and occasionally 1
subordinate female (vonHoldt et al. 2008). Nonbreeding
wolves included mature (2 years old) and immature (yearling) offspring from previous litters as well as adults unrelated
to the breeders. Only 1 nonbreeder (5F) was ever socially dominant (Mech et al. 1996). Mean (6SE) age (years) of breeders
and nonbreeders was 4.87 6 0.09 (range ¼ 1.06–9.64) and 1.86
6 0.04 (range ¼ 0.54–7.85), respectively.
Behavior sampling
The methods we used to observe and record hunting behavior
were described elsewhere (MacNulty et al. 2007), and here, we
highlight only key aspects relevant to the current analysis.
Various assistants and 2 of the authors (DRM and DWS) observed wolves hunting elk during biannual 30-day follows of 3–
14 packs from the ground and fixed-wing aircraft in early
(mid-November to mid-December) and late (March) winter
and during opportunistic surveys throughout the remainder
of the year (Smith et al. 2004). Wolves hunted mainly elk
(MacNulty et al. 2007), and 97% of 469 wolf–elk encounters
used in this study were directly observed from the ground in
the Northern Range. Most encounters (84%) involved groups
of elk.
When wolves encountered elk—defined as at least 1 wolf
orienting and moving (walking, trotting, or running) toward
elk—we followed the progress of the encounter by noting the
foraging state (approach, watch, attack-group, attack-individual,
and capture) of the individual(s) closest to making a kill. We
therefore recorded the sequential occurrence of the most
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participate only to remain nearby to gain access to the kill. In
this case, ‘‘free riding’’ is the act of withholding contributions
toward making a kill (a collective good), while benefiting
from the effort of others (Nunn and Lewis 2001). Free riding
is expected to occur regardless of whether an individual is an
adept or inept hunter. The central prediction is that hunters,
irrespective of hunting ability, reduce effort beyond the group
size at which Hn levels off or declines. According to theory,
hunters start holding back at this group size because it is
where the costs of hunting (e.g., risk of injury and energetic
loss) exceed the diminishing improvements in group hunting
success with each additional hunter (Packer and Ruttan
1988). Scheel and Packer (1991) found that individual lions
(Panthera leo) free ride in large groups, but they observed too
few kills to relate this to changes in Hn.
Here, we use a novel dataset derived from direct observations
of individually known wolves (Canis lupus) hunting elk (Cervus
elaphus) in Yellowstone National Park to 1) quantify the nonlinear effects of group size on hunting success using modern
statistical techniques and 2) test whether nonlinearity in Hn is
a consequence of interference from inept hunters or free riding. Given that a successful hunt is the product of success at
each of several component phases (Lima and Dill 1990), we
evaluate nonlinearity in Hn by measuring the influence of
group size on whether a group completes each of 3 predatory
tasks (attacking, selecting, and killing) corresponding to the
transitions between 4 behaviors (approach, attack-group, attackindividual, and capture; see Table 1 for definitions) that comprise the typical predatory sequence of cursorial carnivores
hunting social ungulates (MacNulty et al. 2007). We then examine the behavior of individually known wolves and test how
group size affects an individual’s performance of each task after
controlling for its age and body mass, which are key determinants of wolf hunting ability (MacNulty, Smith, Mech, et al.
2009; MacNulty, Smith, Vucetich, et al. 2009).
If interference from inept hunters limits Hn, we expected
decreases in the collective ability of groups to reduce success
with increasing group size at each phase of the hunt. Conversely, if free riding limits Hn, individual performance—a measure of hunting effort—should drop beyond any peak in Hn
irrespective of group ability. And if this decline was free riding
in response to high hunting costs, we predicted that the rate of
decline followed killing . selecting . attacking as this reflects
between-task differences in the risk of injury (MacNulty, Smith,
Vucetich, et al. 2009). And given that wolves live in cooperatively breeding family groups (Mech and Boitani 2003), we also
expected performance to decline more rapidly in nonbreeding
wolves than in breeding wolves because nonbreeders lack dependent offspring (i.e., pups), and this should discourage an
all-out hunting effort.
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Data analysis
To assess the effects of group size on hunting success, and the
relationship between group-level success and individual-level
performance, we analyzed how hunting group size (i.e., number of wolves participating in a foraging state) influenced the
probability that groups and individuals attacked, selected, and
killed elk based on the binary scores described above. This
involved a separate group- and individual-level analysis in which
we separately analyzed the effects of hunting group size on the
completion of each predatory task. We limited our analyses
of killing to adult elk to control for the effects of prey size
on group hunting behavior (Packer and Ruttan 1988). Analyses were performed with generalized linear mixed models
(GLMMs) with a binomial error distribution. Such models can
account for correlation between the multiple observations
taken on each identifiable wolf (N ¼ 94) and each pack
(N ¼ 5). Individual and pack identity were fitted as a random
effect in the individual- and group-level models, respectively.
Note that the random effect for pack identity accounts for
the influence of unmeasured pack-related factors on hunting
success, including differences in prey density between pack
territories.
Observations of repeated attempts to perform the same task
during the same encounter were also correlated, but these
were used in only the group-level models of selecting and killing, which fitted encounter identity as a random effect within
pack. Models of attacking included only the first attempt because we were mainly interested in how group size affected
the probability of attack on first encountering elk. Similarly,
the individual-level models included only the first attempts to
select and kill because these models had trouble converging
when we included .1 random effect. All models included
a compound symmetric correlation structure, which assumed
that all observations within packs, individuals, or encounters
were, on average, equally correlated (Weiss 2005). Models
were estimated with adaptive Gaussian quadrature, with parameters estimated from maximum likelihood, and significance of effects determined by an approximate z-test.
We used piecewise linear splines to test for nonlinear effects
of group size on the probability that groups and individuals
completed a given predatory task. Piecewise splines consist of
a continuous covariate (e.g., group size) defined over specified segments (e.g., . and ,4 wolves) and a response variable

(e.g., hunting success) that is a continuous function of the
covariate over all segments but with different slopes in each of
the segments (Marsh and Cormier 2002). Each line segment
does not have its own intercept. Rather, a spline regression
model includes only a single intercept that is adjusted by the
spline variable to accommodate a change in slope. This keeps
the regression line constant (i.e., no breaks) even as the regression line pivots to change direction at the point(s) where
the segments join. In the spline literature, the join points are
called knots. In epidemiology, knot location is used to identify
the threshold value of a risk factor for which the probability of
disease occurring suddenly changes (Bessaoud et al. 2005).
Similarly, we used splines to identify the threshold group size
beyond which the probability of group hunting success and
individual performance abruptly changes.
Splines are an improvement over low dimension polynomials (e.g., quadratics) because they allow sudden changes
in slope at irregular intervals. By contrast, the fit of a polynomial curve over one region of the data is directly affected by the
fit of the curve elsewhere. And in model estimation, the coefficients for spline variables are usefully interpreted as either
the change in slope between line segments or the slopes of
the line segments themselves, whereas polynomial coefficients
have no equivalent interpretation (Eubanks 1984; Marsh and
Cormier 2002; MacKenzie et al. 2005).
To determine the presence and position of group size–specific
thresholds in task performance, we evaluated a set of competing GLMMs for each task. Each model set included models with
a single knot placed at 2–9 hunters, a model with no knot
representing the hypothesis of no threshold in task performance, and an intercept-only model representing the null hypothesis that group size had no affect on hunting success. We
selected knots a priori according to previously cited reports that
carnivore hunting success peaks in groups with ,10 hunters.
Our placement of knots is consistent with guidelines for the
efficient use of knots (Wold 1974; Eubanks 1984; Seber and
Wild 2003). By definition, knots selected a priori are fixed
(i.e., not random variables) and are therefore not estimated
as parameters in models. We created variables containing a linear spline for group size with the MKSPLINE command in
STATA 10.1. The variables were constructed so that the estimated coefficients measure the slopes for the segments before
and after a given knot.
All candidate models in the individual-level analysis included
terms for age and body mass to control for age- and size-specific
variation in hunting ability. Body mass affects wolf predatory performance independently of age and also accounts for the main
effect of sex on performance (MacNulty, Smith, Mech, et al.
2009). Mass was estimated from an individually based sex-specific
growth model derived from measurements of 304 wolves, including 86 focal wolves (see MacNulty, Smith, Mech, et al. 2009 for
details). Details about how we estimated age were given elsewhere (MacNulty, Smith, Vucetich, et al. 2009).
To determine if interference explained the relationship between hunting success and group size, we tested the hypothesis
that inept hunters were responsible for a decline in success in
larger groups. To do so, we analyzed the interaction between
group size and group ability for a subset of observations (N ¼
88–147 wolf–elk encounters) in which the identity of each
group member was known. A wolf’s identity provided information on its age, sex, and body mass, which we used to
estimate its probability of performing a given task based on
previous analyses of wolf hunting ability (MacNulty, Smith,
Mech, et al. 2009; MacNulty, Smith, Vucetich, et al. 2009).
The predicted probability of performing was based on a linear
predictor that included both fixed and random effects and so
was conditional on the values of the estimated random effects.
Next, each group member was ranked from 1 (worse) to 10
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escalated state and the number and identity of wolves participating in that state. A wolf was scored as participating in a foraging state if it exhibited the behavioral acts characterizing that
particular state (Table 1). We considered nonparticipation in
a given state as when a wolf was in view but engaged in another
foraging state or nonpredatory behavior, e.g., resting. We
refer to the wolves participating in a foraging state as the ‘‘hunting group’’.
We scored group hunting success and individual performance
according to whether wolves completed each of 3 predatory
tasks that corresponded to the following 3 behavioral transitions: approach / attack-group ¼ ‘‘attacking’’; attack-group
/ attack-individual ¼ ‘‘selecting’’; and attack-individual /
capture ¼ ‘‘killing’’. If an individual wolf participated in a pair
of consecutive foraging states that comprised a given task, it
was scored as having performed that task. Nonperformance
was when an individual failed to complete a task-specific transition (e.g., attack-group/ approach). A hunting group completed a task, and was therefore ‘‘successful’’, if the task was
performed by at least 1 group member. If not, we considered
the group to have ‘‘failed’’ in that task. This scheme generated
a binary score for a group and each of its members in each
sequential foraging state.
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models with DAICc ,2 are plausibly the best. To assess uncertainty about the best model, we identified models with DAICc
,2 as the confidence set of models (analogous to a confidence
interval for a mean estimate; Burnham and Anderson 2002).
We calculated population-averaged fitted values from best-fit
GLMMs by deriving marginal expectations of the responses
averaged over the random effects but conditional on the observed covariates. We also used likelihood ratio statistics to test
specific hypotheses among nested models, and results were
considered significant at P , 0.05. Means are reported with
standard errors unless indicated otherwise.
RESULTS
Group hunting success
The influence of group size on wolf hunting success was nonlinear (Figure 1a–c). The most parsimonious models of attacking,
selecting, and killing include a linear spline for group size (see
Supplementary Table S1), indicating a threshold at which the
affect of group size on hunting success suddenly changed. Evidence against a model describing a simple linear relationship
between group size and success is reasonably strong for attacking (DAICc ¼ 5.93) and killing (DAICc ¼ 2.46) but somewhat

Figure 1
Main effects of hunting group size on the probability that wolf packs attack (a), select (b), and kill (c) elk. Open circles are population-averaged
fitted values with 95% confidence intervals from the best-fit GLMM models of pack-level hunting success (Supplementary Table S1). The
estimated coefficients before and after each breakpoint are 0.37 6 0.12 (P ¼ 0.002) and 20.05 6 0.05 (P ¼ 0.281) (a); 0.36 6 0.16 (P ¼ 0.023)
and 0.04 6 0.05 (P ¼ 0.467) (b); 0.36 6 0.19 (P ¼ 0.053) and 20.21 6 0.13 (P ¼ 0.124) (c). The number of wolf–elk encounters included in each
analysis is 355 (a), 376 (b), and 235 (c). Filled circles are observed frequencies with sample size indicated above each point. Analyses were
performed on the raw binary data and not the illustrated data points, which are provided as a visual aid. The product of the fitted value lines and
associated confidence intervals in (a), (b), and (c), representing the overall probability of success given an elk encounter and thus the net effect
of group size on group hunting success, is shown in (d).
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(best) according to its expected ability to perform. Ranks were
determined for each task by applying k-means cluster analysis
to the conditional probabilities of performance calculated
from the models and data (N ¼ 189–281 wolf–elk encounters)
presented by MacNulty, Smith, Vucetich, et al. (2009). These
models excluded group size because it had no effect on ageor size-specific variation in hunting ability. We used the median of the ranks of each group member as a measure of
a group’s relative hunting ability and evaluated whether it
altered the relationship between hunting success and group
size by testing whether interactions between median group
rank and group size improved the fit of the top group-level
and individual-level models. We also assessed interference in
terms of how group size influenced the time to complete each
task.
We conducted all analyses in STATA 10.1 and compared
GLMMs using information-theoretic statistics (Burnham and
Anderson 2002). Our scope of inference concerned the population, so we performed model selection using marginal likelihoods. The most parsimonious model was the one with the
lowest Akaike Information Criterion (adjusted for small sample, AICc) and smallest DAICc. DAICc equals the AICc for the
model of interest minus the smallest AICc for the set of models
being considered. The best model has a DAICc of zero, and
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size had no significant effect on success once it exceeded each
task-specific threshold (P ¼ 0.12–0.48; Figure 1). Below these
thresholds, each additional wolf improved group hunting success by 45% (odds ratio [OR] ¼ 1.45 6 0.17, P ¼ 0.002), 43%
(OR ¼ 1.43 6 0.23, P ¼ 0.023), and 44% (OR ¼ 1.44 6 0.72,
P ¼ 0.053) in attacking, selecting, and killing, respectively. Results were the same for a subset of observations that included
data on elk group size; success leveled off at 3–4 hunters
regardless of elk group size.
The asymptote in group hunting success was apparently
unrelated to interference from inept hunters or delays in
task completion. Likelihood ratio v2 values and associated
P values (from nested-model comparisons) are nonsignificant for interactions between group size and group ability
beyond each task-specific threshold (attacking: v21 ¼ 0.90,
P ¼ 0.34; selecting: v21 ¼ 0.01, P ¼ 0.94; and killing: v21 ¼
0.12, P ¼ 0.73). Group ability was generally high: for each
task, the median group hunting rank was 7 (interquartile
ranges ¼ 2.75–4.00). Data on time to accomplish each task
are best fit by an intercept model (see Supplementary Table
S2), indicating no effect of group size on latency to a successful hunt. For each task, a simple linear model describing an
increase in latency with group size provides the next best
fit to the data (DAICc 0.27–1.98; see Supplementary
Table S2); yet, in each case, the coefficient for group size is
not significant (P ¼ 0.16–0.75).

Figure 2
Main effects of hunting group size on the probability that individual wolves attack (a), select (b), and kill (c) elk. Open circles are populationaveraged fitted values with 95% confidence intervals from the best ‘‘group size’’ GLMM models of individual-level predatory performance
(Supplementary Table S3a-S5a). The estimated coefficients are 20.13 6 0.02 (P , 0.001) (a); 0.25 6 0.16 (P ¼ 0.121) and 20.17 6 0.05 (P ¼
0.001) (b); 0.21 6 0.13 (P ¼ 0.115) and 20.41 6 0.09 (P , 0.001) (c). The number of wolves and wolf–elk encounters included in each analysis
follows: 86 and 254 (a); 81 and 278 (b); 70 and 153 (c). Filled circles are observed frequencies with sample size indicated above each point.
Analyses were performed on the raw binary data and not the illustrated data points, which are provided as a visual aid. The product of the fitted
value lines and associated confidence intervals in (a), (b), and (c), representing the overall probability that an individual kills an elk given an
encounter and thus the net effect of group size on individual-level predatory performance, is shown in (d).
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weak for selecting (DAICc ¼ 1.12; see Supplementary Table S1).
Thus, we are less certain about a threshold in selecting than in
attacking and killing. Moreover, the intercept model fits the
killing data surprisingly well (DAICc ¼ 0.42; see Supplementary
Table S1c), implying that the overall influence of group size on
killing was not strong. This was not the case for attacking or
selecting (intercept model: DAICc . 5.36; see Supplementary
Tables S1a,b).
The threshold group size was relatively small. The confidence set of spline models (DAICc , 2) for each predatory
task (see Supplementary Table S1) indicates the threshold
group size was 4–7 wolves for attacking and 2–6 wolves for
selecting and killing. The most parsimonious models in the
set include a threshold at 4 wolves for attacking and killing
and a threshold at 3 wolves for selecting (Figure 1a–c). The
product of these models’ population-averaged fitted values
and associated pointwise 95% confidence intervals, which represents the net effect of group size across all tasks (sensu
MacNulty, Smith, Mech, et al. 2009), reveals that overall hunting success [P(killjencounter)] peaked at 4 wolves (Figure 1d).
Note that multiplying confidence intervals across tasks probably exaggerates variability in overall success due to positive
correlations between tasks. Thus, confidence intervals in
Figure 1d are conservative.
Importantly, hunting success did not measurably improve
beyond 3–4 wolves. According to the best-fit models, group
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DISCUSSION
Contrary to the popular view that increasing group size usually
improves hunting success (e.g., Creel S and Creel NM
2002; Sand et al. 2006), wolves hunting elk in Yellowstone
National Park did not perform better in groups with .4
wolves. Our data are consistent with results from many other
group hunting predators including insects, birds, primates,
and other carnivores (Packer and Ruttan 1988; Boesch C
and Boesch H 1989; Boesch 1994; Rose 1997; Kim et al.
2005). In most carnivore studies, for example, hunting success
appears to level off beyond 2–5 hunters (Eaton 1970; Kruuk
1972; Schaller 1972; Van Orsdol 1984; Mills 1985; Stander
1992; Fanshawe and Fitzgibbon 1993; Holekamp et al. 1997;
Funston et al. 2001). But because so few empirical studies
have actually tested for nonlinear relationships between
group size and hunting success (cf. Holekamp et al. 1997),
large groups are often assumed to be more successful than
groups of 2–5 individuals.
Our results provide unique empirical insight into the behavioral mechanisms that prevent increased hunting success in
larger groups. Assessing these mechanisms is challenging because it requires repeated observations of known individuals,
complete knowledge of group composition, and frequent observation of successful hunts. As a result, previous analyses of
the effects of inept hunters on Hn (group size–specific hunting
success) are limited to measuring impacts of juvenile hunters
(Creel S and Creel NM 1995; Funston et al. 2001), which are
easily identified by virtue of their smaller sizes. Yet, variation in
hunting ability is known to include substantial variation
among adults; in some cases, adults are even less capable than
juveniles owing to senescence (MacNulty, Smith, Vucetich
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We first constructed a set of ‘‘group size’’ models in which only
group size (i.e., subject 1 companions) describes individual
performance after controlling for individual age and body
mass. Overall, this analysis reveals that individual performance
decreased with increasing group size, and it did so at or near
the group size at which group hunting success leveled off. For
instance, an individual wolf was decreasingly likely to select and
kill an elk beyond 3 and 4 wolves, respectively (Figure 2b,c),
which match the inferred peaks in group-level selecting and
killing (Figure 1b,c). Evidence against alternative individuallevel models of selecting and killing is reasonably strong
(DAICc . 2.00; see Supplementary Table S4a and S5a), except
for a model of killing with a threshold at 5 wolves (DAICc ¼
1.35; see Supplementary Table S5a). And although a simple
linear model fits the individual attacking data best (Figure
2a), the next best model includes a threshold at 4 wolves
(DAICc ¼ 1.35; see Supplementary Table S3a), which matches
the threshold in group-attacking success (Figure 1a). The peak
in overall individual performance (Figure 2d) also corresponds
well with the peak in overall group hunting success (Figure 1d).
In general, these results indicate that decreasing individual
performance was responsible for the lack of improvement in
group hunting success in groups with .4 wolves.
That the decrease in individual performance was the result
of wolves withholding hunting effort in response to hunting
costs is evidenced by between-task differences in the rate of declining performance. Specifically, the rate of decline was fastest
for the most dangerous task (killing: 20.41 6 0.09, P , 0.001;
Figure 2c) and slowest for the safest task (attacking: 20.13 6
0.02, P , 0.001; Figure 2a). Combining task-specific datasets
and testing for interactions between task type and group size
beyond .3–4 wolves revealed that the rate of decline was
significantly faster for killing than for attacking (z ¼ 23.14,
P ¼ 0.002) or selecting (z ¼ 22.70, P ¼ 0.007). The decline in
selecting (20.17 6 0.05, P ¼ 0.001; Figure 2b) was faster than
for attacking, but the difference was not statistically significant
(z ¼ 21.26, P ¼ 0.21).
To determine whether individual breeding status (i.e.,
breeder/nonbreeder) or age influenced the relationship between group size and individual performance, we tested
whether the effect of group size varies according to an individual’s breeding status or age. To do so, we added interaction
terms (group size 3 breeder, group size 3 age) to the ‘‘group
size’’ models (see Supplementary Tables S3a–S5a) to produce
a set of ‘‘breeder-varying’’ (see Supplementary Tables S3b–
S5b) and ‘‘age-varying’’ models (see Supplementary Tables
S3c–S5c). Next, we compared models across all 3 sets for each
task. The best overall models of attacking and killing include
a positive group size 3 breeder interaction but are otherwise
identical to those identified in the ‘‘group size’’ set (see Supplementary Tables S3b–S5b). These ‘‘breeder-varying’’ models
fit the data better than their ‘‘group size’’ analogs (attacking:
v22 ¼ 14.07, P , 0.001 and killing: v22 ¼ 7.58, P ¼ 0.023) and
indicate that a breeding wolf was more likely to attack and kill
in large groups than was a nonbreeder. A similar breedervarying model of selecting scored well (DAICc ¼ 0.38; see
Supplementary Table S4b), but it was not significantly different from its group size analog (v22 ¼ 4.76, P ¼ 0.093). None of
the age-varying models scored well (attacking: DAICc . 7.40,
see Supplementary Table S3c; selecting: DAICc . 3.30, see
Supplementary Table S4c; and killing: DAICc . 3.50, see Supplementary Table S5c), indicating that the drop in performance with increasing group size was independent of an
individual’s age.
Interference from inept hunters had little, if any, influence on
declines in individual performance with group size. For a subset

of observations in which we have information on group ability, we
compared the best overall models of attacking, selecting, and killing (see Supplementary Tables S3–S5) with similar models that
include a group size 3 group ability interaction. Although this
interaction tends to improve model fit (attacking: v21 ¼ 4.17,
P ¼ 0.041, N individuals/encounters ¼ 48/83; selecting: v21 ¼
3.61, P ¼ 0.057, N ¼ 50/92; and killing: v21 ¼ 3.76, P ¼ 0.052,
N ¼ 34/45), it is significantly negative in 2 tasks (attacking: b ¼
20.05 6 0.03, z ¼ 22.03, P ¼ 0.042 and selecting: b ¼ 20.08 6
0.04, z ¼ 22.02, P ¼ 0.044), indicating that individuals in incompetent groups were more likely to perform in large groups
than were individuals in competent groups. By contrast, the
interference hypothesis predicts that individuals are less likely
to perform as a consequence of inept companions. For killing,
however, the group size 3 group ability interaction was positive,
though not significantly so (b ¼ 0.45 6 0.26, z ¼ 1.76,
P ¼ 0.079), yielding only marginal evidence that individual
performance suffered in large groups due to interference from
inept hunters.
Finally, we checked if underperformance was due to individuals alternating hunting effort within or between hunts. Conceivably, individuals underperformed because they were
exhausted from performing earlier in the same hunt or in a different hunt the same day. These data were sparse, so we pooled
daily observations and scored preceding performance for each
task according to whether an individual had performed the
task at any time earlier in the same day. We tested this variable
using our best-fit models of task performance (see Supplementary Tables 3–5) for a subset of observations that included
information on preceding performance. Contrary to the alternating effort hypothesis, a wolf was more likely to perform
a task if it had performed it earlier that same day (attacking:
OR ¼ 3.27 6 1.37, P ¼ 0.005, N ¼ 44/49; selecting: OR ¼ 2.52
6 1.17, P ¼ 0.047, N ¼ 30/67; and killing: OR ¼ 6.79 6 7.20,
P ¼ 0.071, N ¼ 16/27).
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individuals are expected to withhold hunting effort in the presence of competent companions who are likely to succeed by
themselves (Packer and Ruttan 1988).

CONCLUSIONS
Our study suggests that wolves in large groups (.4 hunters)
withheld effort, thereby capping further increases in group
size–specific hunting success; these individuals likely participated merely to be at hand when a kill was made. A similar
increase in free riding with increasing group size is evident in
dogs (Canis lupus familiaris) involved in intergroup contests
(Bonanni et al. 2010). This is also apparent in birds, where
scrounging—which is analogous to free riding —increases
with group size (Coolen 2002). Cooperation might be more
evident when wolves hunt larger prey, as seen in African lions
(Scheel and Packer 1991). For example, wolves might cooperate more consistently when hunting bison—which are larger
and more formidable than elk (Smith et al. 2000; MacNulty
et al. 2007)—if solo hunting success is sufficiently low to leave
ample scope for improvement through cooperation (Packer
and Ruttan 1988).
That Hn apparently failed to improve owing to increased
levels of free riding is consistent with the premise that nonlinear trends in Hn reflect a switch from cooperation to free
riding with increasing group size (Packer and Ruttan 1988).
Regardless of the mechanism(s) involved, the widespread tendency for hunting success to level off with increasing group size
suggests that the influence of group size on hunting success
per se is unlikely to promote the formation and maintenance
of large predator groups.
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